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With Valentine's Day coming up
Saturday turn to page 48 for a
fresh take on classic gestures
sure to make that special
someone melt.

Got the winter blues? Curl
up and watch a good movie.
Head to thenews.org to see
what films students are cur~
rently into.

The men's and women's basketball
teams take on Jacksonville State
for the second time this season on
Saturday in the Regional Special
Events Center, 18.
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Are there too many
police officers in
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what students think.
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Ever wondered what
it's like to major in·
communications dis·
orders? Check it out
inside.
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News Editor

Murray Police responded to a possible carjacking
Monday when a Murray resident was grabbed from
behind upon returning to her vehicle, according to a
press release.
Alisa Joy Camp, 34, stated a suspect grabbed her in her
vehicle. Camp was in the parking lot of a local business
and was forced to drive north on Highway 641. She
reported when she found the opportunity to stop her
vehicle on Squire Holland Road, she was able to escape
and call for help.
Camp received minor injuries and the vehicle was
later recovered on Squire Holland Road. The incident is
still under investigation by the Murray Police Department.
While the U.S. Department of State lists carjacking as
one of the most prevalent types of crime, David DeVoss,
Public Safety director, said it is a rarity in a rural area
such as Murray.
DeVoss said the crime resembles robbery, and is
defined as using force or the threat of force to steal a
motor vehicle. The suspect could take the victim from
the vehicle or hold them hostage.
According to the U.S. Department of State's Web site,
there are four common attack plans made by carjackers:
"The Bump: the attacker bumps the victim's vehicle from
behind. The victim gets out to assess the damage and
exchange information. The victim's vehicle is taken; The
Good Samaritan: the attacker(s) stage what appears to be
an accident. They may simulate an injury. The victim
stops to assist, and the vehicle is taken; The Ruse: the
vehicle behind the victim flashes its lights or the driver
waves to get the victim's attention. The attacker tries to
indicate that there is a problem with the victim's car. The
victim pulls over and the vehicle is taken; The T rap: carjackers use surveillance to follow the victim home. Wben
the victim pulls into his or her driveway waiting for the
· gate to open, the attacker pulls up behind and blocks the
victim's car."
To avoid becoming a victim of carjacking, aod similar
crimes, DeVoss said students must take heed of their surroundings.
''Take the precaution of scanning parking lots, and
even checking inside your car as you approach," he said.
"Many fail to lock their vehicles but should do so at all
times, to include while you are driving."
If a student fmds his or herself in a carjacking situation, remaining calm is important, DeVoss said.
"Some authorities advise to never leave with the suspect, and to look for an escape opportunity," he said.
"Others advise to cooperate with the suspect. This is a
personal decision one must make after considering all

Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
As the ripple effect of Kentucky's budget crisis continues across the Commonwealth, Murray State is looking at alternative approaches to construction projects, specifically Phase
ill (the physics wing)
of the Science Complex and the Breathitt
Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Currently plans for
Phase ill of the Science
Complex include constructing a stand-alone
Randy Dunn engineering physics
building located where
University
the old Public Safety
President
building is, costing
about $30 million.
Dunn is proposing the University
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Arecent possible carjacklnQ In Murray has students wondering howto protect themselves
the options."
The U.S. Department of State recommends that victim
maintain no confrontation with the attacker. "The objective is not to thwart the attacker but tQ survive," according to their Web site.
For more information on carjacking go to
state.gov/m/ds/rls/rpt/19782.htm. To report any infor·
mat ion on the possible carjacking that occurred on Monday contact the Murray Police Department at 270-7531621.
reached
Mia
Walters
can
be
at
mia. walters@murraystate.edu.
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instead ask for a small sum for making
renovations to Blackburn for the physics
and engineering program. He also suggests building an annex in the place of the
planned Phase III.
Currently plans for Breathitt include
the construction of a 50,000-square foot
facility also costing about $30 million.
W ith Dunn's proposal the University will
renovate ' the existing facility to meet
safety and security requirements.
Though the alternative approaches are
still in the discussion phase, Dunn said he
thinks these options will allow the University to aquire significant updates
needed sooner than waiting for the state
budget to become capable of a $60 million pr ice tag accompanying the current
proposals.
"This is going to be a state-funded
building, we're not going to be able to do
this ourselves," Dunn said. "So given
where the state is economically, I do

think we have to ask the question 'Is it
within the realm of possibility that we're
going to get $30 million for this building
within the next three to four years."'
Dunn said if the University waits for
funding the current plans to go through it
could take eight to 10 years, and he said
he does not think the improvements can
wait that long.
"My worry is if it comes down to either
these $30 million projects or nothing, we
might end up with nothing because of
what we're seeing with the economic
growth of the Commonwealth, which is
nothing," Dunn said.
Dunn said the Board of Regents needs
to decide on changes in the next few
months before the University presents an
updated capitol plan to the state.
"I have a saying: 'Never let the best be
the enemy of the good,"' Dunn said. "And
while both of these approaches with the
science campus and Breathitt would not

be the best, we're trying to figure out if
there's some other approach here that
would be workable to allow ~ls to get
movement going on these projects.''
Dunn said he is anticipating the
Regents make a decision by fall about
whether to approve these as options to
the original plan. The University has to
present its updated capitol plan at the
2010 legislative session.
Dunn said even if the a lternative
approaches are approved, if the economy
turns around the University could still go
ahead with both of the original plans as
long as state funding is approved.
Said Dunn: "At some legislative session
there's going to be some capitol money
available and then its really going to be
decided in conjunction with the state
budget making and what we're able to gei.
at that point."
:
Ashley Edwards can be reached a.~
ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.
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Many Murray State students
remember previous years when
asked for feedback about a
tuition increase for the next academic year. No matter how the
question was phrased, the
answer was always, "No.''
Student Regent and Student
Government Association President Kara Mantooth said she
wanted to take a fresh approach
this year.
"It's hard to find a happy
medium when you're talking

about something like tuition,"
Mantooth said.
When the idea for a survey
giving students the opportunity
to give their feelings on tuition
came up at a Board of Regents
tuition task force meeting, Mantooth instantly pursued the concept.
"It's a survey that will
straight-up ask students how
they feel," Mantooth said.
With the help of the Ad hoc
tuition committee comprised of
Student Senate members from
the SGA and the Dean of the
College of Business and Public

Affairs Tim Todd, the survey
was created in a way that would
pinpoint students' concerns.
Mantooth said she hoped the
survey would answer one main
question: "At what point are students willing to increase tuition
to keep their quality of education?"
Approximately 1,700 surveys
were handed out in classes last
week in part due to participating faculty members who
allowed students to take the survey during class.
"I don't know what to expect
and I don't want to speculate,''

Mantooth. "I really just want to
know what students think.''
Mantooth said she anticipates
the response the Regents will
have after viewing the results.
"This isn't just me saying, 'I
talked to some students and this
is what they said,"' Mantooth
said. "It's 'X amount of students
said this or think this.' I want
the Regents to take into consideration the findings.''
The next step for the survey,
which Todd said would take
about a week, is numbering,
coding and processing the surveys necessary for analyzing

results and demographics of thC:
participants to find key informa.:
tion.
"This is another piece of data
Kara will present to the Board of
Regents," Todd said. "It's a very
good piece of the whole per:
spective."
·
Todd said the survey would
yield information in a quantitative way for easy analysis and:
presentation.
.
Said Todd: "It's important to;
get students' opinions on issues:
that affect students."
:,
Robin Phelps can be reached af
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Celebrated history professor to give Lincoln Lecture
Megan locke
Staff writer
Presidential history buffs
and proud Kentuckians alike
celebrated Abraham Lincoln's
200th birthday Feb. 12.
Murray State is further
rememb~~ring its native son
with a lecture by John David
Smith. He will present "Kt•cping Your Promises? Abraham
Lincoln, Emancipation and the
U.S. Colored Troops" at 7 p.m.
on Thursday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
The lecture is sponsored by
the history department.
Smith is the Charles H. Stone
Distin~tuishcd Professor of
Americnn History nt the University of North Carolina at

Charlotte.
He earned
his doctorate from the
University
of Kentucky.
His
publications
include seve r a I
accounts of
John David the
Civil
Smith
War, ReconProfessor at struction,
University of the AmeriNorth Carolina can South
at Charlotte and
U.S.
race relations in the late 19th and early
20th centuries, according to a
press release. Smith wrote or
edited 18 books, including "An

Old Creed for the New South:
Proslavery Ideology and Historiography," "1865-1918 Black
Hannibal
Judas:
William
Thomas" and "The American
Negro," which won the 2000
Mayflower Cup.
Smith's current projects
include researching the slave
reparations movement and a
biography of Felix von
Luschan. an Austrian anthropologist.
James S. Humphreys, assistant professor of history and
coordinator of the Lincoln
Bicentennial Lecture, pegged
Smith for the lecture because
he had Smith as a professor.
"He is a good scholar;·
Humphreys said. "We arc
lucky to have him."

The topic of the lecture
deals with I.lncoln and what
were then termed •·colored
troops" during the Civil War
Humphreys said. This topic is
appropriate because Lincoln
aided with emancipation and
race relations, Humphreys
said.
"He's a good, entertaining,
informative speaker," he said.
"We'll get some new insights.
Given the political developments of the last few months
(during the inauguration of
President Barack Obama), this
is very timely."
Humphreys said the goal of
the lecture is to provide students and community members with a broad view of this
period in history and com-

mcmorate Lincoln's place in
Kentucky life.
"I think ultimately you want
students to understand the
depth of history," Humphreys
said. "There was a lot of controversy about black troops in
the North. We know how far
we've come since then:·
"Even though (Lincoln) didn't receive a lot of votes in the
1860 dection (in Kentucky). he
considered himself a Kcntuckian.."

John Walker, sophomore
from Nicholasville, Ky., said he
plans to attend the lecture, and
encourages other students to
do the same.
"l think I can't miss this one,
because only every so often so
an opportunity such as this to

learn about our heritage presents itself," he said. "(Students) will hopefully learn
about something that is important to the history of the U.S.
How can you know where
you're going if yuu don't know
where you came from?"
At the conclusion of the 50minute lecture, attt•ndccs may
purchase one of Smith's books.
The lecture is free and open
to the public, and a reception
will follow at the Faculty Club.
Throughout thl· state there
arc many events commcmorat·
ing Uncoln's birth. Check out
kylincoln.org for more infor·
mat ion.
Megan Locke c.1n be rc;Jchcd
at mcgan.Jockc@murr,1yswtc.
edu.
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Lunch for only $5 + tax
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.·Monday - Friday
• Medium Spaghetti with meat or
• Any Half Wrap with
Marinara Sauce
Dinner Salad
·Medium Lasagna
• Pagliai's Chef Salad
• 6" Italian Roast Beef, Poboy or
• Any 8" Two Topping Pizza
Ham and Cheese Sandwich
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life is full of risks. And the time to
think about a health plan is before
you need it. Because at your age,
Individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So, don't walt I Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!

• 270-753-2975

Rates as low

as.~ 59*

Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
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Why search the classifieds when
your college dream job is right in
front of you?
The Murray State News is looking for
photographers and advertising sales
representatives now!
Come by the newsroom at lll Wilson Hall
or call tbe news desk at 809-4468 for
more information.
sxc.hu
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Murray State may prune its Ivy
Administrators look to collect data, possibly reconsider University's image
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Maybe the idea behind Kentucky's Public
Ivy resembled less of a reputable honor and
more a desperate line in a romantic comedy.
"He may not be smart, but at least he's got a
sense of humor."
Then again, college recruitment is not a
sappy Billy Crystal film.
If Murray State desires respect as a university, the "Kentucky's Public Ivy" brand must
go.
Although the University bas not yet retired
its self-proclaimed status, administrators have
begun a push to adopt a brand that better
embodies the spirit of Murray State.
Through interviews and focus groups with

}VY

students, administrators will work with a consultant to decide on a motto that reflects general campus perception of the University.
In cases like the University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville, universities have reanalyzed the way they portray themselves to
potential students or those already attending.
ln both cases, a university considered input
gathered from the campus. and produced fairly modest, yet engaging slogans.
The University of Louisville boasts "It's
Happening Here." The University of Kentucky wants its students to make its campus
home and "See Blue."
Murray State has decided to remind its students out of a1J the universities in Kentucky.
the Racers stand alone in a passion to associ-

ate themselves with a fairly obscure subcategory of the Ivy Ceague.
Did you know the concept of Public Ivy
League universities is an actual category?
While schools pass through no official induction process, academics consider a few institutions public ivys based on popular assment.
This list includes the University of California,
University of Michigan and University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
The concept of public ivys serves mostly as
a glorious marketing tool. Still, in the case of
schools widely recognized for distinct levels
of excellence, it is a somewhat legitimate
honor.
. In most cases, Murray State never seems to
squeeze in anywhere between the College of

LEAC7U€

//

Wllliam & Mary and the University of Virginia.
If anything. Murray State achieves the awkward footnote below its peers as a university
which recognizes itself as a public ivy for reasons solely driven by marketing aims.
Murray State deserves more than a humbling mention at the bottom of the page.
Sadly, the University has brought this situation upon itself.
The News believes Murray State's new
brand should reflect the characteristics with
which its students most closely identify.
Racers identify with a vibrant campus life,
beautiful campus, and rich traditions - not
vegetation growing on various buildings
around campus.

what do you think•••
j

why did you choose Murray State University?

I

"Because God told me to."

Anna Key • Owensboro, Ky.
freshman

"It is affordable and it has a great
community feel."

Courtney Crain • Louisville, Ky.
junior

"I came for a girl and she broke up with
me that November.~··

casey Thornton • Cox's Creek. Ky.
junior
Knstt•n Miller/The News

Your voice

Letters

Recession forces actors from the stage to diner

Liz Powell
Liz Powell is a
sophomore from
Murray

Thirteen Broadway shows
were found dead last month,
due to a mysterious disease
that hit the United States.
Thirteen.
The country is - let's say not thriving economically. It
has become nearly impossible
to fmd jobs and even more difficult to pay for things like
school, food and gas. Nobody
is unaware of this fact.
What most people are
unaware of is the crisis facing
the artistic community - more
specifically, the crisis on
Broadway. (Which coinddentalJy sounds like a musical if
you add an exclamation
point.)
When so many people are
losing their jobs, especially in
big cities like New York,
nobody wants to pay $100 for a
ticket to see a Broadway show.
OK. I want to pay $100 for a
ticket to see a Broadway show,
but I cannot afford it. That is
the problem. If there is no
audience, a show has no purpose and it closes.
Broadway musicals began as
an art form for the people.
They were designed specifically to be interesting and
affordable to the general public. When shows became more
extravagant, however, ticket

there were 13?) to close last
prices had to go up. (I hear flying monkey harnesses are not - month.
Even "Saturday Night Live"
cheap.)
So if you want to see
recognizes the problem at
"Wicked" or "The Little Merhand. In a recent sketch calJed
maid," you are going to have
"Save Broadway," the Phanto pay for what you're looking
tom of the Opera and Mark
at.
from "RENT" led a meeting of
I know what you're thinkBroadway stars to discuss how
ing. "Hey man, why don't they
to save the industry.
just tone it down? Save some
Their best idea was to put
money?"
on a huge show with extravaIt sounds logical, but Broadgant costumes and lighting
way producers are reluctant.
and charge $150 per ticket.
Frankly, without flashy shows
The Phantom dismissed it as
"exactly what isn't working."
and tap-dancing movie stars,
The Music Man sang a rousing
most people are not going to
go to the theater. Movies are
rendition of "We've got trouble right here in New York
way more affordable and they
City" and the sketch ended
have famous people in them
with the Fiddler on the Roof.
(and explosions!).
He jumped.
No. Broadway would have
While we can laugh at bad
to depend on die-hard theater
theater jokes. Broadway is still
fans and while we are interesting, passionate and generalJy
in very bad shape. Broadway
awesome, we are few in nummusicals are an American staber.
ple, a great tradition and one
of the only art forms the UnitHow many people do you
ed States can call its own.
actualJy see break out into
song on a regular basis? ExactSomething must be done if
ly. (On a side note, you should
Broadway is to survive these
try it sometime. It really is
next few years and right now,
quite fulfilling.)
nobody really knows what that
is.
It isn't that nobody likes the
Sure, everyone says, "The
shows that are closing. "Hairspray," "Grease," "Spring
show must go on," but if there
Awakening" and "Spamalot"
isn't an audience, will anyone
notice?
were among the 13 (have I said

Erika ForberQ
Advertising Manager • 809-4478
Katetyn Swift
Production Manager • 809-5874
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Emily Wuchner
Chief Copy Editor • 809-5876
Joe Hedoes
Adviser • 809·2998
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Lincoln, Darwin and 200 birthday candles
Dear Editor,
Thursday, February 12, 2009 marks two hundred years of
when both the 16th president of the United States and the
father of evolution (ch, natural selection) were born. Both men
lived extraordinary lives, impacting nations and the world with ,
new ideas.
We have been hearing a lot about Lincoln lately, partly
because of President Obama's deep admiration of him, and
partly because his 200th birthday was coming up. something
Kentucky desperately wants to claim as part of its heritage. It
is interesting that a man with so little education (18 months
total) could be a role model for Obama, a man whose intellect
and education had put him in the '"Elitist" category for many
Americans.
Darwin, on the other hand, had many years of education at
universities. Darwin's impact has come from research, studying natural sciences intensively and searching the world until
he could complete his theories. Not only has Darwin changed
science, but as a by-product, he has changed religious dialogue.
lifestyles and bumper stickers across America. Atheists had
been waiting centuries for the news that there was a more scientific way to prove to devout and insistent peoples of faith
that there were no deities.
Obama is at a crossroads right now, with a far-flung American people who have many beliefs. about social justice, education, and how the economy should be fixed. He can learn from
Lincoln how to placate (while ignoring) the radicals and moving the country ahead in the right direction. He can learn from
Darwin about chasing truth and answers with facts and evidence (especialJy in wars).
Look out for birthday cakes for both men around campus this
week. Lincoln's will probably be a Wal-Mart cake, hopefully
with a picture of him and his hat. I can only hope Darwin's sit
in a bowl, a mixture of eggs, sugar, milk and vanilla. It will. be
a cake in a couple million years.
- Tamsyn Garner, Poplar Bluff. Mo.

From the front:
(from top left) flowers graphic by Misty Hays/The News; Men's basketball picture by Rick Bur·
res/The News. video camera graphic by Misty Hays/The News. (sidebar from top) Call of Fame
graphic by Kristen Miller/ The News; Face Off graphic courtesy of buycostumes.com: Day in the life
of picture by Lauren Bell/The News: weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The Nl'ws:weather information courtesy weather.com
The Murray State News strives to be the UniversitY community's ~ource for Information Our Qoat is to present thallnfor·
matiOn 1n 1 flllr and 110biased manner and IJ(ovide a free and ooen forum for expresslon and debate
Tile Murray State News is • dtSiflnated ptJblic forum. Student editors h.rfe a~'ltlolity to make all content decisiOnS willlout
ce~hip or advance approvaL The~ offers a hands-on teammq environment for students Interested 1n Journalism. The
campus press shOUld be fret from ceMorshlp afl(l advance approval of copy and Its editor5 shootd develop ttlflr Hlctouat and
news poflcles
,
The t.Mr•v State N~s 1s prepared and edited by students and is an otriclat publication of Murray State Untmsity. The
first copy Is free. Additional copies are available lot ZS cents at mW'~son Hall
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Face Off

Are there too many police in Murray?
NO
YES
Police officers
preserve safety
on campus
Too many police officers is
something no one should ever
complain about.
When Murray State, the City of
Murray and Kentucky State police
forces aU have jurisdiction in a
region it is only going to be beneficial for the residents of the
region.
When in need, citizens do not
want to worry about whether
there will be enough officers to
assist.
A larger number of officers will
lead to safer communities and
better regulated streets.
When residents of communities
complain, it is not normally about
the over abundance of law
enforcement in the area.
This leads to the fact these
forces work in conjunction with
one another.
Every agency has the cooperation of the other agencies. With
this kind of coexistence and the
sharing of a common goal furthering the safety of Calloway County
and the surrounding communities.
Murray State is a division one
university and has thousands of
students.
This warrants the number of
officers assigned. With the different scenarios which could easily
unfold here at Murray State it
would be detrimental to our campus for these officers to be reassigned elsewhere.
Murray State is currently the
11th ~afest campus in the nation.
This is something to be proud of
and a selling point for parents
wishing to place their children in
a safe environment for learning.
With one of the essential needs
being safety, it is a testament to
the many law enforcement agencies in the area that this community is considered so secure.
Coming from a place like California where there are 10-foot
high fences around your property,
alarm systems are a must and to
leave your doors unlocked is considered negligent. To come here
and see the safety people enjoy
and the security of the community is amazing.
If people can feel this safe in a
college town and live their lives
without the fear of a break-in or a
crime against them. then the
police must be doing something

Campus should
hold police
accountable

Tim MacAllister
is a freshman
from Russellville, Ky.

right. Talking to people about the
police they say things like. "I can't
go anywhere without bumping
into a police officer."
In big some cities, you can go
into some neighborhoods and see
drug deals take place in broad
daylight without any hint of
secrecy.
Thinking all the while, "Where
are the cops right now?"
This scenaric.> is ellminatcd with
the number of officers on the
street in Murray.
These men and women arc not
at the donut shop shooting the
breeze and just kicking back.
These individuals adhere to a
proactive mentality of preventing
crime rather than sitting back and
waiting until situations occur.
Anyone who has spent anytime
around these dedicated individuals understands how much time
they invest in and the effort exerted to try and preserve this community's safety.
The only people who arc complaining about the amount of officers are the people trying to get
away with something and igno·
rant people with little understanding of the dedication put in.
If you have a problem with the
people who are keeping you safe
at night you should stop complaining and take up a post.
Law enforcement is not for
your entertainment, its for your
protection.

According to Murray State's
Public Safety Web site, there arc
16 Racer Patrol (student employ·
ees without police authority)
members and 16 sworn-in Murray
State police officers.
The city of Murray has 21 offi·
ccrs that work eight-hour shifts
throughout the city of Murray
with jurisdictions in or around
campus. Are there too many officers for our crime rate and population of Murray?
In 2007 Murray State had U
counts of burglary and seven
counts of theft. This is not enough
crime to justify the amount of
police force we have on campus.
The department is overstaffed
and overfunded.
We often laugh at The Murray
State News "police beat" articles.
The sad truth is these crimes are
silly to even be reported.
The News should start reporting on the cops. For instance. the
amount of time they spend drinking coffee and eating doughnuts
at the local BP gas station. There
have been nights I have seen eight
or more cop cruisers in the BP
parking lot.
Many of my peers have
informed me they were pulled
over or questioned for outlandish
things such as failure to signal or
trying to resbt an accident by
swervmg.
I remember my sophomore

Preston Bradley
is a senior
from Paris, Tenn.

year during a rainy week: Murray
State's campus had received massive amounts of rain. The streets
became flooded and drainage
ditches were full and overflowing
onto the road.
I was driving by Richmond College and was pulled over for reckless driving because I had to drive
through a massive puddle that
was flooded over.
The officer seemed more inter·
ested in pushing his authority to
question why I was in the area,
not so much about the huge puddle I drove through.
Since past college shootings
and 9/ll, campuses throughout
the country have been building
forces to prepare for predicted
attacks.
Spending money on a force that
could be used for progressive
learning and cutting down on
tuition for students should be a
bigger issue.
If you haven't noticed the beau·
tiful new Public Safety building,
it's right in front of north side
entrance near Five Points. It is the
newest building on campus and
cost about $1.5 million to build.
It seems to me with all the budget cuts and lack of "salary-paid"
teachers, the money could have
been put to better use.
The city of Murray scored a 63
crime rate out of the national
average of 100. with 200 being the
highest rating. Murray boasts for
having one of the lowest crime
rates in all the Commonwealth.
These facts do not explain why
we need so many officers on duty
and constantly patrolling.
The officers' salaries are funded by taxpayers.' parking tickets,
taxes and violations. 1 am personally thankful for Public Safety, but
I feel security on campus has
become a constant reminder of
control.
There have been too many
times when someone has told me
of a harassing cop or ao officer
suspecting foul play when the student was innocent.
I encourage students to question the cops' accusations and
time spent patrolling campus.
Remember the cops are a service
and they are here for our use.
We are not at Murray State for
their amusement.

Run amuk

Trevin Holder
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Simply
Put
The creepiest place to
meet singles on campus
1 have heard jokes
about male students
attending the Vagina
Monologues to pick up
women.
For the sake of Murray State guys, I hope
these comments serve
more as punch lines
than actual social
Clayton
practices.
Vertrees
If skits about sexually dissatisfied women
and senior citizens uncomfortable with
their bodies give students. the courage to
approach the opposite sex, their problems extend well beyond harmless anxiety.
Not to say love sparked during the
Monologues is not romantic in its own,
"modem role of men and women," kind of
1 way.
1
A legitimate bond may actually spark
between two people during an account of
the birthing experience from the feminine
perspective.
Attendees may look to the person on
their left and find beauty even in their
shocked, disgusted expression.
You may also detect a certain courageous strength in the fact that your neighbor stayed through even the more intense
segments of the production.
After the show. you and your new
friend might sit down to warm cups of
coffee and saucy conversation.
The two of you will engage in a light·
hearted exchange on how people relate to
their vaginas.
Most couples begin relationships by
discussing vaginas over a nice, warm cup
of coffee. I just worry that you might miss
out on one of the more engaging traditions on Murray State's campus.
In the past, the Monologues have
enjoyed the distinct honor of instilling
awkward and uncomfortable feelings
within a fairly large segment pf the cam..,
pus population.
Past issues of The Murray State News
have even featured coeds strolling
through a giant vagina constructed in the
doorway of the year's production.
Typically, a chill of excitement runs
through
campus and students ask each
'
other who does and does not plan to
attend the production. A group of guys
1 may even consider attending together to
1 make the experience a bit manlier. Even
though these friends may decide against
attendance, their plans help promote the
event.
The play's material causes some to ask
what in the world would justify something so inappropriate or uncomfortable.
Confrontation for confrontation's sake
may be one thing, but when you do it to
raise awareness toward a range of issues
you can inspire positive discussion. In
this way, Murray State's Women's Center
can always expect to achieve their goal of
getting their name out. Through exposure
by the Monologues, the Murray State
I Women's Center increases availability to
students who may benefit from their services.
For all its philanthropic service, the
Monologues also serve as a way for college students to indulge in a mindset
unique to the collegic t!xperience. Like an
exciting professor who cusses during an
entry-level course, the Monologues
simultaneously inform as well as entertain students.
The Monologues give students the
opportunity to sit back, hopefully relax
and laugh at vagina jokes. Students also
enjoy the opportunity to hear the legiti·
mate concerns of an entire gender.
Then again, if you only focus on the
demographics of the production's attendees, you likely miss the complete experiences. Use your imagination: of all the
places to hit on the people around you,
keep your advances to a minimum during
a production aimed at battling sexual
abuse.

Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrecs@murraystatc.cdu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentariesand lettersto the editor. letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributionsshould be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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proDtotes 'Powershift'
Brittany Andrews
Contributing writer
On Feb. 27. members of the
Murray Environmental Student Society will travel to
Washington, D.C. where they
will meet with more than
10,000 college students from
across the U.S. to participatt•
in Power Shift '09.
John Walker, sophomore
from Nicholasville. Ky., said
he will ilttend the four-day
youth summit, which promises career fairs, workshops and
entertainment and ends
March 2 with Lobby Day on
Capitol Hill.
Walker said he became
involved in mountaintop
removal issues in high school
and joined MESS in college to
continue campaigning for
environmental causes.
"Environmental issues have
gone from the degradation of
land to human degradation,"
Walker said. "It's gone from
few people complaining about
the spotted owl, to well water

a

[mage courtesy of Powershift.org
One of Powershift '09's IOQOS advocates alternative enerQY.
being poisoned and houses
being blown up."
Power Shift '09 will provide
the chance for Walker and
other students to voice their
concerns in hopes of impacting international climate
negotiations in December
2009.
Ind ividual groups like
MESS will have the opportunity to set up booths and network with other student environmental groups from across

the country.
Walker said this part of the
conference is important
because environmental issues
vary nationwide.
"On the West Coast. their
main issue is deforestation
and we will be trying to educate them about coal," Walker
said.
Power Shift '09 is the second phase of the Energy
Action Coalition's original
project, Power Shift '07.
Kentucky, along with other
critical areas. was underrepresented at Power Shift '07, so
this year. the EAC provided
Kentucky students with a
$6,000 grant to attend the
conference, Walker said.
The culmination of the
weekend is Lobby Day, where
students take their demands
to Capitol Hill.
Wendell
Berry, a renowned Kentucky
author and conservationist,
will also attend Lobby Day.
"Wendell Berry has stated
that he will be doing an act of
civil disobedience - no one

knows what it is," Walker
said.
One thousand participants
will train to take part in thl.'
act of civil disobedience,
which will ocwr outside a
coal-fired power plant ncar
Capitol Hill in Washington,
D.C.
According
to
powe rAssociated Press
shift09.org, politicians need
to pass new and improved cliPADUCAH. Ky. - U.S.
mate legislation.
Homeland Security Secretary
~<we expect the politicians
Janet Napolitano said Tueswe elected in November to
day the federal government
listen to what science is
would deviate from normal
telling us and act immediately
practice and reimburse Kento reduce emissions, create t tucky for 75 percent uf the
jobs and re-engage globally to I cost of activating its National
tackle the clim;lte and ceoGuard in last month's cripnomic crises," according to
pling winter storm.
powcrshift.org.
At a nt~ws conference in
Said Walker: "The imporFr:mkfort, Napolitano called
tant thing to know is there
the sturm that began )an. 27
have alwars been grassroots
Kentucky's worst in more
movements, but now thouthan a century, blanketing the
sands of groups arc being netregion with snow and ict• and
worked."
knocking out power to about
Britc.1ny Andrews c.1n be.•
769,000 customers.
reached ac brittany.andrcw.<;@
"Normally the National
murrayscacc.edu.
Guard is a :;t:lte responsibility
and governors assume that
anJ b~d~ct,Cor it an~ that's t~e
way tt lS, Napolttann satd.
"But this situation wus so
broad and so unique - and
the nt•cd for the Guard to ,get
dent or n group of students.
Duncan said it intervenes, out thl!rc and do those doorin a confidenth1l manner, ttl-door wt'llncss checks. particularly in the western parts
when necessary.
The Student Crisis Com- of the state, nrt• sul'h that l fed
mittee is chaired b}• Vice it necessary to create an
President for Student Affairs exception from our normal
Don Robertson :md includl!s: practice."
Duncan; Bill Allbritten, direcKentucky officials have
tor of ,the Counseling and attributt•d 33 deaths to the
Testing Center: Jody Cash, storm. About 39,000 cusPublic Safety major; Roberta tomers were stiU without
Garfield, director of Health powt~r on Tuesday, officials
Servicl!s; Teresa Groves, asso- said.
Some 101 counties and 75
ciate General Counselor; Bonnie Higginson, associak cities have t.kdared states of
Provos~ and Mike Young,
emergency, and President
assistant vice president for Barack Obama has is~ued a
Student Affairs.
major disaster declaration for
Mh1 Walters Clln be reached the state.
at mi.1. walters@murraysti!CL'.
Napolitano
and
Gov.
Bcshcar met with community
edu.

Officials train for campus shooter scenario
Mia Walter s
News Editor
lee-covered trees may seem
like a daunting occurrence,
but Murray State personnel
are aware of a bigger crisis:
the possibility of a !ihooter on
campus.
Thirty
college
deans,
administrators and program
directors. as well as other fac·
ulty and staff, gathered in the
Curris Center Ballroom Mon·
day for a seminar on campus
safety, focusing on shooters.
David DeVoss, Murra}'
State Police chief, opened the
presentation with a "Shots
Fired on Campus" video and •
gave a charge to the campus
leaders in attendance.

"Jn il crisis, there will be a
panic," DeVoss said. "If anyone should be thinking of
what he will do in a crisis, it's
you.''
The video, which is accessible from the Murray State
homepage under "Emergency
Information," outlined the
procedure for campus shooters in several classroom scenarios. There is also a video
about shootings in offices.
A recurring theme in the
video and the seminar was
having a "survival mindsct"
can make an enormous difference in a crisis situation.
DeVoss said the Murray
State Police have acted in several situations that, without
certain prevention tactics,

may have resulted in shooter
situations.
Psychology
department
Chair Renae Duncan outlined
prevention techniques during
the second half of the seminar.
When studying incidents
that have occurred on college
campuses, she said. many
people had previous concerns
about the attacker, but never
communicated them.
Along with communication,
Duncan said reporting observations of warning signs and
concerns to Public Safety or
the Murray State Student Crisis Committee is important.
The Murray State Student
Crisis Committee meets when
there is concern about a stu-

Homeland Security
meets 'vith Beshear,
plans stonn clean-up
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leaders and officials before
taking a brief tour of a warehouse containing more than
27,000 self-heating meals and
154,000 bottles of water.
'
Darryl Worth, 45, who lives
in the area and is still withOU\
power, said he has spent more
than $2,000 on a generator
and chainsnw but has noc
sought FEMA assistanct;
because he does not need food
or water.
.•
His nt~ighbor, Josh Coffl~y,
27, installed a wood stove
after th~ kerosene he and his
wife were using to keep warm
set off thdr carbon monoxide
detector.
"It seems the FEMA and
state government response;
has been swift and helpful,"
Coffey said. "But they have
been overwhelmed with the
power grid, and I haven't hat:J
power for two weeks. We
have been staying away from
FEMA assistance after we
heard uf the peanut scare in
some of the meals."
,
Napolitano said FEMA has
learned through Kentucky's
disaster it needs to improve
communication efforts and
create a backup power plan .•
Napolitano
credite~
Be.;hear for the govl!rnment's
response.
"Gov. Bcshear has really
been a model of what a governor docs. You take hold, yati
take charge and )'ou get the
work done," Napolitano said.
"And you realize that people's
lives arc at stake, nnd you've
got to move quickly because
you have hours, not day!i in
many instances to make sure
that people arc safe."
•

movteslnmurrav.com
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Public Safety transitions into new facility
Jessica Perez
Contributing writer
With its many new features
and central location, the new
Public Safety and Emergency
management building )s up
and running.
The former location of the
Public Safety Building was
across from Wells Hall, at
16th Street and Olive Boulevard, and now is on the corner of 16th and Chestnut
streets near Five Points.
Director of Public Safety
David DeVoss said because of
the previous building's poor
conditions, employees were
forced to relocate and are fortunate the administration ·
agreed on the new location.
"Geographically, Chestnut
Street divides our campus
right down the middle, so this
way our response time to
emergencies is a lot quickl!r,"
DeVoss said.
Construction for the new
Public Safety building took
most of last year and was
completed in December 2008.
Employees moved into the

new building fan. 5. The new
building is 8,300-square [~Jet
and designed specifically to
meet the needs of law
enforcement officials.
"Our services are offered 24
hours a day. seven days a
week so that we can be available to Murray State students
and the .surrounding community at all times," DeVoss said.
The new building includes
evidence and
interview
rooms so detective~ may
complete interviews _in privat e.
There is now an enhanced
communications room, providing a facility to document
phone calls, monitor alarms
and supervise various parts of
campus using security cameras.
The parking office is located in the new building making
it more accessible and closer
to the academic and residential buildings.
Medical emergencies, dis·
pules and other problems frequently arise so it is convenient the new building is centrally located on campus.

Katy Dail, sophomore from
Fort Belvoir. Va., finds it comforting the new building is
located closer to the dorms.
"I live in New Clark and I
always see a lot of police officers out and about and it definitely makes me feel saft•r to
know that they arc so close by
if I ever needed anything,''
Dail said.
Two weeks ago the new
Public Safety building got a
chance to prove itself when
the catastrophic ice storm
swept across the area.
uwe were very fortunate to
have the building open in
time," DeVoss said. "Without
information, school administration wouldn't be abh.• to
direct the campus and provide guidance and leadership."
The building acted as an
emergency coordination center where administration met
to confer and decide how to
best take care of students and
handle the overall storm situation. Electric companies, law
enforcement personnel, the
Red Gross. city government

Kristen Miller/The News

The new Public Safety building is located at the corner of Chestnut and 16th streets.
administration and school
officials such as University
President Dunn, also met
there.
DeVoss said the new location for the Public Safety

building was no accident.
"This is a prominent location that makes it easier for us
to provide a better campus to
Murray State students,"
DeVoss said. "Our goal and

Across campus

Health Services repeats alcohol survey
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
Selected students arc invited
to participate in the 2009 Core
Alcohol and Drug survey administered by Murray State Health
Services Tuesday.
·
Judy Lyle, health educator and
staff nurse for Health Services.
annually heads die survey.
"The Core survey is a nationally recognized survey we typically do once a year,'' Lyle said.
"We have had a couple of off
years, but we have been doing
lhis since 2000. Last year we did
lhe National College Health
~ssessment and the reason we
lao different surveys is due to the
,grants we receive. People who
give the grants want us to do
specific surveys."
: Randomly selected students
·may take the confidential survey

••

online regarding their thoughts
on drugs and alcohol usc.
''These are very personal
questions,'' Lyle said. "That's
why we stress that these are
:monymous surveys. I really
think that's the beauty of an
online survey is that someone
can do the survey from their
room and once they close the
survey, it can't be reopened by
anyone."
The Registrar's office is
involved in the student selection, which includes 4,000
undergraduate students representing Murray State's student
b(ldy as a whole. Race, gender,
residential status and age determine selection for the survey.
The Core survey is used by
health educators to develop
healthy lifestyle programs and
{'orrect misconceptions of the
average student body.

"The survey allows us to
develop materials and programs
to basically improve the problems and also to correct any misconceptions out there," Lyle
said. "A lot of people believe
when students come to college.
they go wild, they drink and
party and do drugs and have sex,
when most of us who are educators involved in the health field
know that most students aren't
doing these things. Most students make good, healthy.
responsible choices."
Kala Chakradhar, assistant
professor of social work. works
with Core and the software used
in evaluating the survey results.
"I work at trying to summarize
things, make comparisons.
things like that," Chakradhar
said. "Evaluating the surveys is a
long process if you want to get
really detailed. I recently pre-

thenews.org
News when you need it.
.. , wonder what's happening at MSU right now...."

mission is to make this place
as safe as possible and we
strive very hard at that."
Jessica Perez can be
reached at jcssica.pcrcz@
murraystatc.cdu.

Monologues come to Wrather

The annual "Vagina Monologues" performances
are at 7 tonight and Saturday in Wrather Auditorium.
sented the data to the Coalition 1 Admission to the event is $S with a Racercard.
of Alcohol Education which is a
The proceeds from this >Cvent help fund Wotl}.en's
volunteer group of people who
Center programs. events and other initiatives.
try to educate students on the
New ODK melilbenhip begins
risks and health problems relatOmicron Delta Kappa. a national leadership honor
ed to drinking."
Chakradhar diu an analysis of society is accepting applications for new membership. Applications are -available In Student Affairs.
the survey from the 2006 - 2007
Student Government Association. Honors Program
year, finding Murray State stuoffices, the Multicultural Center and residentilll coldents' pl!rception of binge drinklege front desks.
fog risk has fallen from 25 to 20
Students who show academic excellence, ~hletics.
percent, and 30 percent of Murcampus
or community service, are involved in other
ray State students view their
forms of leadership and rank in the top 35 p~rcent of
peers as drinking less compared
their class are eligible.
to students at other colleges.
Visit campus.murraystate.edu/org/odk for an
Said Chakradhar: "This survey
application
and more information.
is important to students because
Applicati~ns are due to the Student Affairs Office
it helps educators to know what
by 4:30 p.m. March 13.
kind of information students
need in terms of the risks associBlood drive helps bi1nl vldlllls
ated with ddriking, the conseA blood 'drive in honor o( Calloway Couaty bu1'll
quences of drinking and bow to
Victims wiJJ take place from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.leb. 25 at
drink and party safely."
Wal-:Mart.
Ashh'L' Cobb ca11 be reached at
ashlcc.cobb(ciJmurraystatc.edu.
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Racers roll for 10 straight
Women remain
undefeated at
home; 11-1in
conference play
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

.-· -

Looking to extend their 10-game winning
streak, Murray State's women basketball team
will have to show anything but love in their
Valentine's Day matchup with Jacksonville
State at the Regional Special Events Center at
5:15p.m.
"(Jacksonville State) is very talented," Head
Coach Rob Cross said. "We struggled staying
between the ball and the basket at times
tonight. Jacksonville State is coming to win a
b:tsketball game. They're fighting to get into the
tournament. They're coming in with their
backs against the wall If we don't step up, it's
gonna be a long night for us."
On Saturday the Racers hit the floor at
Austin Peay's Dunn Center in a scoring duel
from which Murray State profited in a 94-76
victory.
Coming off a record breaking 46-point performance at Tennessee State, senior guard Ashley Hayes led the Racers with 36 points and
eight rebounds.
"Like always. [ take what they give me,"
Hayes said. "When I sec (my opponent) relax,
that's when I go. It's not just me doing things
with the ball, it's what I do off the ball. (My
team) draws :1!1 the attention, helping me out.
So, it's not me, it's us. It's :~ team thing. It's
nothing 1 do. It's just my teammates. I work off
of them."
Fellow senior guard Amber Guffey tallied 25
points, seven rebounds and nine assists.
With 19 points, three rebounds and three
assists. twin sister Paige Guffey rounded off the
light for the Racers' big three.
~ At half time, the score favored Murray State
Jiho po!!sessed a 36-32 lead over the Governors.
fhe Racers held nothing back in the second
ltlf. outscoring Austin Peay 58-44.
•t' ''We did some things defensively that we
avcn't done in the past," Cross said. "The
efense was the key in the second half. It
lllowed us to take a fairly close game and blow
lt open."
; The Racers' 62.5 percent (35-for-56) from the
and 100 percent success from the charity
ripe put the Governors at a disadvantage
they were unable to overcome.
''I don't subscribe to the theory that it's good
Jose a game," Cross said. "It's never good to
a gaml!: I don't C41re what anybody says.
ow, you can learn from losses, but you can
just as well from a win."
And Cross' team continued to support his
theory in last night's 91-84 victory over
"'"'"'"'"" Tech at the RSEC.
With 31 points, 17 rebounds and four assists,
continues to lead the way for the Racers.
Guffey concluded the game with 17
and six rebounds. Amber Guffey, who
off to a slow start, scored 18 total points in
second half. also adding five rebounds and
assists.

~-

~-

-Rick Burws!Tht' New\

Senior guard Amber Guffey drives past adefender In Thursday's matchup aoainst Tenneseee Tech.
"I can't say how pleased I am with Ashley's
performances," Cross said. "She's one of those
players. right now, at this point that we need
when the intensity level steps up in these last
games. Seniors knuw they have just a few
games left, so they bring their leadership. They
tum up the intensity level."
Tenncssct: Tech was led by junior center
Vivian Nwosu who had .17 points, eight
rebounds and one steal, followed by sophomore forward Jasmine While with 14 points and
nine rebounds.
Murray State freshman guard Rachacl lsom
sank a 3-pointcr with 7:03 remaining in the f1rst
half, putting the Racers up 28-25. Even with
their aggressive play, the Golden Eagles were
unable to reacquire the lead for the remainder
of the game.
"We just started out' rushing things a little

bit," Hayes said. "We just needed to calm dowl'l
and play our style of basketball. Opponents are
leaving (players from the bench) open, and we
have to make teams pay for that. I have to make
sure I get the ball to my teammates. They're
able to have that positive adrenaline. I'm driving down and I know in my mind I'm gonna
kick it."
The Racers bench accounted for l3 of Murray
State's 91 points.
With Murray State's nine 3-pointers and 24
points from the free-throw line, the Racers
were able to prevail over Tennessee Tech's 4020 point reign from inside the paint.
Junior guard Kayla Vance, who had not
entered a game since the Racers beat Ten·
nessee Tech 69-47 on Jan. 17, recorded six
points in her four minutes of playing time,
bringing energy onto the court for Murray

State.
"Coach Cross told me, 'when you go in, be
ready,"' Vance said. "You get a turnover, you
miss a shot and you're coming right back out. It
was adrenaline basically. Just getting up and
down the court, you know you have to knock
down shots."
The Racers, with 43 boards, were abll! to
meet their goal of out-rebounding Tennessee
Tech. Even with Murray State's uncharacterfs·
tically high 17 turnovers, their defense was able
to hold the Golden Eagles to 38.8 percent (-31•
for-80) from the field.
• ••
With these wins, Murray State has not
recorded an Ohio Valley Conference loss since
their 76-84 overtime loss to Morehead State';oii
Dec. 6.
; •:

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached : ar.
elizabetha.jobnson@murraystatc.cdu.
'· .. ·

Holloway hits 1,000 in victory;
Greg Waddell
Staff writer

:•

Rick Burre:JThf> Nt!>~'S

titer Holloway looks t~ pass at the oame thursday against Tennessee
ftch. Holloway broke the 1.000 point milestone Thursday.

•

'•.

After a heartbreaking six point loss at the hands of Tennessee
Tech Jan 17, the Murray State Racers returned to the RSEC
Thursday and exacted some revenge, thrashing the Eagles 73-52
in front of a home crowd of 2,824.
The Racers (13-10, 8-5), coming off a six-point win against Eastem lllinois, wasted no time against Tennessee Tech (ll-14, 5-10)
jumping out to ll-4 advantage behind junior Danero Thomas's
seven points.
The lead was short lived as the Eagles clawed their way back
into the game behind junior Danero Thomas's seven points,
before both teams traded runs to end the half with Murray State
ahead 31-28.
Senior Tyler Holloway, sitting on 996 career points, struggled
in the first half, connecting on only 1 of 6 field goals.
After the break was a different story though, as Holloway
wasted no time notching his l.OOOtb point, nailing a three pointer only a minute-and-a-half into the second half to give him
1.002.
Holloway said it was good to achieve the feat at home.
"It means a lot cause this is home," Holloway said. "I'd much
rather hnvc it here than anywhere else. Just in front of the home
crowd, and let them be able to experience it as well as me."
The Racers had a scary moment midway through the second
half as back up freshman guard Donte Poole took fall during a
drive and had to be helped off the court.

a

Poole returned to the sideline Later, but with his right arm i~ a.
sling.
Head Coach Billy Kennedy and his staff said the injury could
be his collarbone.
After play resumes, Holloway never cools off, netting f9l\r
more threes in the half to tie his record of 6 three pointers !:}! it
game and move within five three pointers of second place:on
Murray State's all time made three pointers list. Holloway fU't·
ished with a season-high 20 points.
•: :
The Racers picked up their play in the second half, watching.
their lead grow to as many as 23, and the rout was on. Tennessee·
Tech never regained composure. shooting 30 percent for the"
game and the Racers were able to capitalize, out-rebounding Ten
nessce Tech 49-36.
Kennedy said he was proud of the way his team played.
"I'm really proud of our team and their defensive intensity for
the whole game," Kennedy said. "I thought it would a grind out
game ... it seemed like every time we were ready to put them
away, they would make a couple of plays or we would foul or
turn (the ball) over. We were never really able to put them away
until the last ten minutes."
Tony Easley and Ivan Aska both added double doubles in the
win, as Easley scored 10 points and pulled down 12 boards, while
Aska recorded the first of his career with 13 points and 10
rebounds. Murray State will get two days off before squaring off
with the Gamecocks ofJacksonville State on Valentines Day.

Gregory Waddell can be reached at gregory. waddell@
murraystate.cdu.
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#25 Florida St. @ #8 wake Forest

#6 UCLA @ Arizona
# 19 Minnesota @Penn St.
Rick Surres/7 he New5

, A'tan fromAustin Peay shows poor sportsmanship

Good fans vs. Bad Fans
What distinguishes a good fan from a
bad fan can generally be broken down into
intent: Why is the fan acting in this fashion
-Qr manner?
•
• •At the end ofESPN's rivalry week, the 2Minute Drill witnessed some of the most
· fanatical fans in the nation. Yet, what sets
some apart as true
fans and others guilty
of bad sportsmanship
is the motivation
. behind their actions
.at games.
At Murray State,
thJ.o fact of the matter
)5, just getting people
to come to games is
the biggest issue.
• , :rhe only problem
MacAllister
,with getting stuAssistant
d.l!nts in stands is
Sports Editor
that an overwhelming majority of them could care less about
the activity on the floor. These people are
not to be confused with fans. They are
merely spectators at the game for a social
convenience. You sec little reaction from
these people after a big dunk or a critical
three-pointer. They feel as though they
:;hould. be given , credit for showing up.
Well, the 2-Minutc Drill is here to tell you
you get none.
Now we must define what a real fan is
.so that we can explain a bad fan. A real fan
wUl cheer for their team tfirough thick and
thln. When their team needs to make a
critical play, they are right there with a
chant and a cheer. At the very least they
stand up.
These are just the bare minimums for a
fan. Even better fans make signs, paint
their bodies, jump up and down and even
don Specdo's. At Pittsburgh. the fans made
a life-size poster board of their sophomore
center DeJuan Blair. Duke's Cameron Cr azies are the most notorious fans for staying on their feet the entire game. jumping
while the opposing team is on defense and
just all around making the place rowdy.
Another place, which is not talked about
:enough, is New Mexico. "The Pit'' is
another place, which nobody wants to
visit. Creative signs and chants anchor this
sixth man.
, Because getting butts in scats is the
main objective of the Murray State's athJctic department, the school. along with
other universities, has been blessed with
generally two types of fans: the "Oh my
God does my hair look okay fan?" or the
fan similar to the one we sec above.
Now for the fans more worried about
· how their hair is standing up, as opposed
•to actually standing themselves up, I
would suggest going to a bar and watching
it there. [f you must make your way to the
game, make your way around the track,
please don't waste the real student fan section.
And finally, there are fans who's sole
purpose in life is· to piss people off.
Screaming profanities at other fans and
referees or holding up signs like "Muck
furry," makes them no better fans than the
· ~ocialites roaming around the track.
, Focusing on the game and cheering is
what being a fan is all about, and if your
intent is geared toward anything dse, weU
•I wouldn't call you a fan in the fJrst place.
. •The decline of fandom is distressing but
• t.he r ise in bad fan.c; has risen to an epi·demic.

• • Tim MacAmsrer can be reached at
timothy.macalliscer@murraystate.edu.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church

Georgetown @ #22 Syracuse
#16 Kansas @ Kansas St.

Nebraska@#19 Missouri

•II

#3 North Carolina @ Miami

II II II
A

#5 Duke @ Boston College

USC @#18 Arizona St.

A.

St John's @#12 Marquette
Portland @ St. Mary's
ESPN.com ranking~

Ricky Martin
Staff writer
After finishing its regular season
and the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships, the Murray State
rifle team will host an NCAA qualifier match this weeke nd at Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
The purpose of this qualifier is to
determine which schools will be
able to send representatives to this
year's NCAA Cha mpionships in
Annapolis, Md.
Head Coach Alan Lollar said th e
process by which the NCAA makes
these selections is very complex.
"During the season the NCAA
averages your top three team
scores, none of which can be from
the same place," Lollar said. "They
take those three scores and get a
number, that number is taken and
then averaged with the score from
(the qualifier) to give you a number
that is used as you r qualifying number."
As far a qualifying number for the
Racers, Lollar admits that it's not
likely the team will make the trip to
Annapolis, but it is too far away to

tell right now.
"They will decide on the number
once they get all of the scores in
after this weekend," Lollar said. "lt
could tak\! a couple of weeks for
them to get everything verified for
that. We are very much on the outside bubble this year. Thl$ year,
our best chance is to really put indi·
viduals into the NCAA Championships."
•
Lollar said he expects three athletes to shoot including current
OVC Student-Athlete of the Month
Kasey Meyer, freshman Ashley
Rose and senior Erica Meece.
All three of which Lollar said
have put together solid seasons in
both disciplines of shooting.
"Kasey has a chance to go in
either gun," Lollar said. "Ashley
has a chance to go in either gun if
she has a good day and our lone
senior and team captain Erica
missed going last year by about
only four points. This is the week
that the individuals get a chance to
throw up a good score and qualify."
Murray State's qualifier is one of
the largest in the country, playing
host to the University of Nebraska,
Tennessee Tech University, the
University of Tennessee-Martin
and Ohio Valley Conference Champ ions Jacksonville State University.
Jacksonville State edged out Tennessee-Martin, Morehead State
University and the Racers to clinch
the OVC Championship last weekend.
Murray State finished fourth
overall, only two points from sec·
ond place.
Meyer and Rose both received
All-OVC honors, with Meyer joining the Air Rifle All-QVC first team

l<id; Burre../ThE- News

Junior Kasey Meyer alms to take ashot at practice Thursday. Meyer earned An-ovc Air
Rifle First Team and AII-OVC Second Team Smallbore this season.
and the Smallbore All-OVC second
team.
Rose placed on the Air Rifle AllOVC second team.
In the Racers' fina l tunc-up
before the qualifier, they played
host to the Univer:;ity of Memphis
in a make-up match Wednesday at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
The Racers defeated the T igers in
a close match winning, 4561-4554,
led once again by Meyer in both
disciplines.
"(Meyer's) is a good student and
he works hard." Lollar said. "He has
really came on in the last two years
with his shooting. He came here as

a pretty good air rifle shoote r and
has gotten better. Last summer he
reall)' dedicated himself to bccom~
ing a better smallbnrc shooter and
bas done very. very well. He has
made a lot of big improvements and
I cannot say enough about his hard
work."
The qualifier will begin today,
with Tennessee-Martin shooting
first.
On Saturday morning. the Racers
will be on the line with Jacksonville
State, followed by Nebraska and
Tennessee Tech.

Ricky Martin can be reached at
richard.martin@murray.statc.cdu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

comer of 15th and Main
Aaoss from Sparks Hall

I,.-.....,

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a .m. - noon·

1 p .m . - 5 p .m .
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Each week, The News
picks some of the top
plays in Racer athletics.
To submit a play for
consideration in Hot
Shots, contact Alison
Mugler at alison.mugle~
murraystate.edu.

.

Outdoors
New record inevitable
in competition

Junior designated hitter Wes
Cunningham, Junior pitcher Daniel
, Calhoun and senior third baseman
:Tyler Owen were named to the
•2009 Preseason AU-ovc Team.
Left: Calhoun was voted by the
league's head coaches as the
:team's starting pitcher, after he
' had a .300 ERA in his six games of
2008.
Center. Owen hit .293 last sea·
son. Including seven doubles, 23
RBis and 24 runs.
Right: Cunningham earned first·
1
team honors last season assuring
him a spot on this team. He fin·
ished 2008 averaging .380 hitting
·percentage, 30 RBI's, 32 runs and
: 30 walks. Cunningham also got to
·base In 44 games, including a 37game streak.

The most esteemed prize of bass fishing
has stood for almost 77 years. The story"qf
George Perry's 22-pound, +ounce worWrccord catch in 1932 resembles what mo!'lt
anglers dream about during the offseason.
But with springtime, thl• best time; of
year to catch a tropny,
quickly approaching
and 60 million bass
anglers ready to set
about to do just that,
the fall of l'eritjs
record
se~tns
inevitable to me. If
and when this hap·
Steve
pens, it will be a
Miller
d~y for anglers who
Outdoor columnist !Jtall. have a pure
notaon
of
what
denotes a trophy.
Examining the quest for the world record
bass sheds light on some disturbing prac·
ticcs taking place by the state. lake or
angler seeking to be the one who generates it and then captures it. California. tlie
supposed Frontrunner in this race, saw a
25-pound, 1-ounce bass caught by Mac
Weakley at Dixon Lake in 2006. The only
reason it is not a new record is because
Weakley had the good sense not to submit
it to the International Game Fishing Association, because it was unintentionally
snagged in the beUy.
I would have had concerns even if· it
was caught legitimately in the mouth. T.be
black bass in not a native species in California. It was introduced from Midwest
stocks in the late 1800s. Florida strain
bass, the thoroughbred of the species,
were introduced in 1959 to boost ·the
potential size of California bass.
Lake Dixon, like many other small California fisheries arc stocked full of rainbow trout. The state of Callfornia stumbled on a way to nurture these foreign
species when it observed the bass were
foraging on the trout which were originally ;ntended for fisherman to catch. When
stocked into a lake, trout arc disoriented
and slow. As they arc trying to get acclimated to their new habitat, they are en
easy target for bass. California realized
this and saw what it was doing to the size
of the bass in these lakes. Dollar signs
appeared in the form of tourism possibly
generating as being the source of the new
world record bass. So as it is, the Jake· is
being stocked bi-weekly with hatchery
raised trout for the bass to gorge on.
The Sharelunker program (formerly
called Operation Share a Lone Star Lunker and sponsored by the Lone Star Brewing Company, funglt· Labs and Cajun
Boats) was established in 1986 to promote
catch-and-release of large fish and to
selectively breed trophy largemouth bass.
The ShareLunker pro~ram, which
encourages anglers who have caught 13pound-plus largemouth bass to lend or
donate the fish to the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department for spawning purposes. If you catch a qualifying bass, the
state will send a transport vehicle, a piCkup truck with a holding tank in the bed. to
your location. You will receive a certificate verifying your catch and donation
and the state will pay to have a reproduction mount made. The fish are placed in
multi-million dollar hatcheries to produee
offspring to be stocked in Texas lakes.•
These are a few cases of manipulating
nature to produce crops of fish that will
serve mankind. The economic potential of
a new world record is astounding, from
tourism generated to endorsements from
fishing companies. J believe this mana~tt
ment takes the value out of the trophy. It
was not this way when George Perry
caught his fish. The only profit he made
was from entering and winning a Field
and Stream big fish contest, which he easily won and received a new shotgun -as
prize. After having the fish weighed and
taking a few photographs, he did wh.at
most depression era men would do with
their catch, he ate it.
I am hoping maybe, just maybe the new
record will be caught by a little girl using
a worm and bobber on a natural lake
under natural circumstances, but with ·all
the money and resources being directed
at the mission of mass producing large
bass, it seems unlikely.
Steve Miller can bt• reached at
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: Senior forward Ashley Hayes was
named the Pepsi-MSU Athlete of
, the Week. Hayes was the Ohio Val: ley Conference Player of the Week
' for four consecutive weeks, has
: set the single game scoring record
and has earned the two best scorlng games In history for the Racer
1 basketball team th1s season.
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rTennis takes on Evansville
'

Will Pinkston
Staff writer
I >ropping its season opener to Belmont in a
back and forth 4-3 match, the Murray State wom• en's tennis team will travel today to face the Uni• vcrsity of Evansville before going on a two-day
• Indiana tour, facing Ball State and Butler on Saturday and Sunday.
• "The conference tournament is a three-day
• tournament, so I purposefully scheduled these
'g:-~mes back-to-back to prepare the team," Head
Coach Connie Keasling said. "We have nine playe rs, so this gives everyone the opportunity to
play singles."
T he Racers will open their Indiana tour with
• matches against the University of Evansville Pur·
: ple Aces on Friday evening. The Purple Aces
nlso lost their season opener 4·3 to OVC rival
Morehead State.
Evansville is currently 2-2 overall after facing
Morehead State, Austin Pcay, Georgetown College and Belmont. The Purple Aces arc coming
off a 4-3 loss to Belmont where Evansville was
ahlc to collect two singles games and two doub les games.
After Friday's game, the Racers will travel to
~ Muncie, Ind., to face the Ball State Cardinals,
who arc currently 2-2 overall. The Cardinals are
1
~ coming off a big 7-0 win over Indiana University
• at Purdue University in Indianapolis, winning
one s ingles point and a doubles game by default
•''l'he Cardinals will compete with Valparaiso (02) before taking on the Racers Saturday.
, Tht• Racers will end their Indiana trip on Sun. day wiljl a match against Butler, who is 3-2. The
, Bulldogs have bad success this season defeating
Indiana State, Dayton and IUPUI, but lost their
last match against Akron, 5-2. Butler will face
OePaul today before competing against Murray
• State Sunday.
"All three of these teams are very similar to
Belmont, in fact , all seven of these next teams are
no different at all," Keasling said. "This will give
us the opportunity to see if we're improving at
, all."
Senior Anne Pennington looks forward to the
upcoming matches.
"These three matches in a row will really prac·
tice us," Pennington said. "This will really help us
to pick out our strengthens and weaknesses."
After losing in their season opener to Belmont
(1-1) in a close 4-3 match, Keasling said the Rae-

The Great

Elain~

Kight/T/!1' New .,

Sophomore Katelyn Fulcher makes a shot at practice in the fall. She finished 9-51ast season in singles competition.
ers have a pretty good idea of what they nt•ed to
work on in the upcoming weeks before conference play begins.
The Racers had severaJ tough matches against
Belmont, including a 4-6, 6·4, ().4 win for Cassidy
Cunitz. playing at the No.2 seed and a 6-3. 2-6, 6 4 loss to Belmont's Abby Le<Jtherwood by Adrianna Alvarez. Murray State's Alc....:is Webb won
her singles match at the four seed with a 6-3, 6·4
victory over Lindsay Bennett.
Murray State won the doubles point with two
wins at the om• and two seeds, with McGahee/ Pennington winning 9-8 (8·6) in a tiebreaker
and Alvarez/Otto~cn winning 8-6. Cunit7/ Webb
ended up losing 8-6 to Belmont's third seeded
Hogan/I.eatherwood.
"We played about the same as where we left

off last year; we just haven't been able to find our
stride yet," Keasling said. "As a team our doubles
did really well. Traditionally we've been strong
in doubles, so guing into Belmont we were working hard on singles and we had three girls who
did really well: Cassidy, Alexis and Adrianna."
This past week, the OVC league office released
the top 10 preseason rankings for the conference
and listed junior Angela McGahee as the No. 7
seed, tied with Martie Wahl of UT Martin.
"That's such a great honor for Angela to
receive," Keasling said. "With aJl of the expcri·
enced international players in the conference it's
difficult and as a sophomore, I asked her to play
No. I in college competition. It's an honor."

WiJJ
Pinkston
can
be
reached
william.pinkston@murraystate.edu.

WATERFRONT lAKE HOUSE
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steven.miller@murray,.;t,1tc.cdu.

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Mu"ay
270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
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..H eigl, Knight to leave 'Grey's'

• "Grey's Anatomy" ~-~
cast member James
Pickens Jr. said the
medical drama will
s~y goodbye to costars
Katherine
Heigl and T.R.
Knight.
· • i>ickens.
who
plays Dr. Richard
Webber on the ABC
'series. confirmed to
Katherine
Us Weekly magazine Saturday that
Heigl
'both Heigl and
1
Kilight are leaving.
Publicists for Knight and series creator . 1
Sbonda Rhimes declined comment. ~
. ,
.
Requests for comment from Heigl's pubValentine s Day trails Chnstmas as the
lipi~t and ABC were not immediately
second-biggest card-giving day in the world.
• returned.
According to Hallmark.com, 19 billion Valen·

gifts replace standard tokens of affections

Instead ot
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Keith threatea.s rowdy concert-goer
• . qountry music singer Toby Keith
. ~ffcred a fan more than hit performances
at :~ recent eastern Kentucky concert.
• .:The
Appalachian
News-Express
reported Keith went into the audience
and offered to fight a man who threw a
beer at the stage during a concert Saturday night.
., ~eith's publicist, Elaine Schock, said
. the incident started with the disruptive
inan during the concert at the Eastern
k~ntucky Exposition Center.
After the man threw a beer, Keith left
the stage and chased him down. Schock
, said when Keith caught up to the man, he
spoke to the effect of, "If you want a piece
. of me, I'm right here."
Schock said there was no fight, but the
. incident received national attention when
a video of Keith's apology to the crowd · "!
was posted to TMZ.com.

Brown's Image likely to falter
' Singer
Chris
Brown's arrest Feb.
8 in connection
.w ith an alleged
assault of a woman
believed to be his
girlfriend, singer
Rihanna, has potentially devastating
. imp 1 i c at ion s
.because it unravels
. the
wholesome
. image fans know, Chris Brown
experts say.
. Mlf it's true, his career is probably
over," said Billboard magazine editorial
dir ector Bill Werde, although he cau·
tioned, "it's important to withhold judgmem until all of the facts are known."
Neither Brown nor his representatives
made statements about the case and the
only comment from Rihanna's publicist
was to say that the star was doing "well.''
There was immediate fallout with some
_of Brown's sponsors following his arrest
: with Wrigley stopping all ad and market: ing campaigns tied to Brown, who was its
: Doublemint gum pitchman. The singer
: also withdrew from p lanned appearances
: at the upcoming NBA All-Star Game,
: scheduled for this weekend in Phoenix,
: NBA spokesman Tim Frank said in an email.
Brown, 19, was named Billboard's top
. artist for 2008 and won three American
: Music Awards last fall.
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Try this: Write a love letter Try this:
1

Purchase unique flowers

1

viJadelia.com
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Larry Burkdull of writeexpress.com offers
guidelines to write the perfect love tetter.
He said the body of the letter should recall
when and how the writer fell in love with
his or her significant other. He said It's also
a good Idea to mention favorite moments
and the qualities that set he or she apart
from the crowd.

Try this: cook dinner
Foodnetwork.com offers free romanticinspired recipes including Italian dishes
and classic American dishes.
Suggested dinner and desert recipes
include:
• Rack of lamb with caramelized shallots
·French green beans
• Lobster parfait
• Shrimp scampi
• Thinely-sliced baked potatoes
• Chocolate cheesecake
• Red velvet cupcakes
• Chocolate fondue
• Citrus hot chocolate

rwptlor,Jit:oncepts.com

1

'A representative for singer Usher said

recovering from surgery in Brazil.
Publicist Simone Smalls said Raymond
"is in stable condition after suffering
complications from routine surgery in
Brazil. Her husband Usher is with her at
the hospital."
· No further details were provided. In
her statement, Smalls said Mthe family
requests privacy at this difficult time.''
· :Usher was intended as one of the per·
formers at music mogul Clive Davis' pre, Grammy party Saturday night, but he
backed out for what Davis called a seri. ous family illness.
' The 30·year·old R&B star and his wife
• were married in August 2007. They have
: two sons, 2-year-old Usher Raymond V
~ and 2·month·old Naveid Ely Raymond.

According to forbes.com, the average
Valentine's consumer will spend about $120
on Valentine's Day this year, $19 more than
last year. In total, Americans will about
$16.9 billion on gifts and dinner expenses.

scrapbookinghow.com

! the singer's wife. Tameka Raymond, is
•

According to Roses Incorporated, about 88
' million roses are purchased on Valentine's Day.

tine's Day cards are sent nationally Feb. 14,
not including classroom cards.

: USher's wife recovering from surxery
:

of:

Spending a lot of money at a
restaurant on Valentine's night.

Buying a dozen of red roses

Buying a commercial card
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! Atheism lecture
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Kelsey Chlnberg
Contributing write r
Yesterday, chemistry professor
Terry McCreary gave a lecture
called "Atheism: An Atheist's
View," which set off an evening lecture series titled "Atheism: Views,
Pro and Con.''
McCreary said his purpose was
to give insight into the mind of
some. not all, atheists.
"My purpose is not to try to convert people," McCreary said.
He said he wanted to clear mis·
conceptions people have regarding
atheists, such as they are evil and
they hate God. McCreary said he is
happy to speak to people from
"both ends of the spectrum."
T he lecture was the premiere

Meanings of flowers:
Daisy: Gentleness, innocence, loyal love
Tulip: Symbol of the perfect lover
carnation, striped: Sorry, I cannot be with you
carnation, white: Pure love, sweet love
Lilac, mauve: Questioning love

• rcf.com

series offers insight to religious mindset

part of an evening series entitled
"Atheism: Pro and Con." The series
is sponsored by Murray State's history department.
Joseph Fuhrmann, professor
emeritus of history, is holding the
series. Fuhrmann said the impor·
tance of the lectures is to let theists
and atheists learn from each other
about these issues.
"The ideas they were taught all
their lives may be true, but there
may be controversy with those
ideas." Fuhrmann said. "They need
to respect the fact that other people
don't agree with them.''
The inspiration Fuhrmann found
for the series was a public debate
among himself, a theist, and a student atheist that occurred about
five years ago. T he debate sparked

interest, so Fuhrmann decided to
hold a series of evening lectures
addressing Atheism.
The next event in the series is
March 9 in the Curris Center
Barkley Room. A panel of students
will give their views on Atheism.
Agnosticism. Skepticism and belief.
Also speaking on the same topic is a
panel of a local clergy who will give
their views March 26.
April 15 in Faculty Hall room 208,
Ken Wolf, professor emeritus of
history, will lecture on "Atheism
and Modern Life."
Each of the lectures and panels
are free and open to the public.
Each will follow a question-andanswer session.
Kelsey Chinbreg can be reached at
kelsey.chinberg@murraystate.edu.
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CD Review

SNL crew deliver original concepts, lyrics

Winter protection

Assistant Features Editor Charlotte
Kyle writes the music reviews.

Some albums arc made for playing loudly in your room, in your car
or at the coolest parties. These
albums feature songs with solid
dance beats or familiar tracks to
tune out when needed.
The Lonely Island's "Incrcdibad,"
however. i~ not one of those
albums. It has solid beats and familiar tracks, but it is highly inappropriate. In fact, "Incrcdibad" should
not be played in front of your parents, grandparents, small children,
in churches or at work.
Andy Samburg, Akiva Schaffer
and Jorma Taccone make up The
Lonely Island • their names might
sound familiar from "Saturday
Night Live" or 2007's "Hot Rod."
The group is responsible for SNL'.s
digital shorts, such as "Dick in a
Box" and "Jizz in My Pants," both of
which arc featured on "Incredibad."
The 19-track album begins with
''Who Said We're Wack?" in which
someone heard someone say he or
she knew someone who said the
band is wack. Arc you following
that? It's a lot of he said/she said,
and in the course of 1:17 the group
rhymes wack with crack, back and
smack as it questions who would
say such a terrible thing. It is repetitive, ridiculous and exactly the sort
of song you'd expect from the trio.
"I think that it's wack to call
someone wack/ I am not wack. no
matter what you say/ what did you
say? Did you say I'm wack?" they
sing.
This is one of the only lyrics on
the album I can actually quote without printing far too many vulgarities. The album features more fbombs than Christian Bale's freakout (which, if you haven't heard the

man shedding her good girl image
and Chris Parnell raps about Narnia
in "Lazy Sunday," but these were all
Over the last few
digital shorts. They've been seen
months, I have found
and come as no surprise. Surprises
myself glove less while
include Jones, Jack Black ("Sax
scraping ice off my
Man"), Julian Casablancas ("Boomcar's
windshield.
box") and E-40 ("Santana DVX").
Other wind-chapping
If you erase the vulgar lyrics of
events I wish I could
the premature ejaculation anthem
avoid include pu;np"Jizz in My Pants," the music really
ing gas, taking our the
shines. The track is straight-up
trash and riding my
European techno, while title track
horse.
Whitney
"lncredibad" plays like an old
When I finally seek
Harrod
school
Beastie Boys track.
refuge from this harsh
"Shrooms (Interlude)" sounds like winter bite, I notice my hands arc chapped
the music from Tetris and is the and uncomfortably dry. Winter is here
perfect 30-second length to make a I and it's not leaving any time soon. So "1,
ringtone from.
and millions of other people, must deal
The Lonely Island's sense of with it.
humor is not for everyone, so it
Considering skin is the largest and tpost
should only be checked out if protective organ of the body, it's imporyou're remotely familiar with the tant to nurture it. With proper care com.cs
group's style. If you're unsure, needed sacrifices such as drinking more
watch "Jizz in My Pants" on water and avoiding hot showers.
YouTube. If you're disgusted, do
Apparently, hot showers and ba'ths
not pass go. lf you enjoy it, take breakdown the lipid barriers in skin which
"I'm On a Boat" for a test drive. If can lead to a significant moisture reducyou're still not offended, the odds of tion. A lukewarm bath infused with oatyou liking the majority of the album meal can cure the itchy feeling associated
are pretty good. Hopefully "Incred- with dry, flaky skin that wakes me up in
ibad" is just the beginning for The the middle of the night. I've also been told
Lonely Island.
to keep shower and bath time to a mini·
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at mum. Too much water exposure is har~'h
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
on skin.
•
The next step I've taken to battle winter
is buying a total of four tubes - two med·
icated - of lip balm to ease my chappe'd
lips. I put one in the car, one on my nightstand and tht! other two in my purse.
Keeping lips kissable, moist and smooth
allows me to sleep better at night since
severely chapped lips can cause extreme
·
irritation and unwanted frustration.
My 75-year-old aunt told me the only
One note: Only if you're bored
reason she has impeccable winter skin Is
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend because she has been addicted to moisturThree notes: Buy it on iTunes
izer all her life. I assume she's never h!td'a
Four notes: A future classic.
sunburn during her life, either.
Wearing sunscreen is especially important during winter because snow and· ice
reflect the sun's UV rays. Purchase fol1ndation and face moisturizer with sun
screen protection. My aunt told me a
secret that's now my new secret. Batl1 &
Body Works offers a product called Sud·
denly Sauna for Hands. I lather my harrqs
in a creamy moisturizing lotion and then
sli.£..M_artian-looking contraptions on. The
~es. activafed by a cup of water, arc
measures on our clients."
self-heating and luscious. if I may say so
With numerous communication myself.
disorders affecting the world,
The opposite of hands are feet. Even
White said Murray State offers though I haven't had the chance to experimany classes giving students the ence one this winter, it's a good idea: to
ability to learn about as many dis- frequently get pedicures. Pedicures allow
abilities as possible.
feet and calf muscles to rejuvenate 'arid
When White graduates with a relax.
master's degree in May 2010, she
Don't forget wearing gloves in winter is
said she plans to work in a medical extremely important, and 'not just · for
setting. perhaps a hospital, inten· keeping warm. Michelle Obama rockJd
sive care unit or home health.
her hands with dazzling olivc·grce'n
"You have to be able to accept leather gloves.
.
' ••
change and adapt to your clients
I've learned to honor my skin and give it
needs, no day at work will ever be the respect it deserves. Skin after all is a
the same you and you face new fashion trend of its own kind.
challenges every day," White said.
"I don't believe it is going to be
easy, but I do know it will be
rewarding."
jess Nail can be reached at
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.
whitney.harrod@murrraystate.edu.
1
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Photo courtesy of amazon.com

The Lonely Island's 'lncredibad' features seven son9s oriQlnally aired as diQital shorts
on 'Saturday NiQht live,' plus 12 new tracks performed by the comedy Qroup.
"Bale Out" remix, I suggest you
Google it). Obscenities come out of
nowhere; An edited version of the
album would not have the same
effect.
Are vulgarities and sex the only
qualities The Lonely Island offers
on "Incredibad"? Heck no. The
music is smart and the content is,
for the most part, true to life.
(Exceptions are made for sporting
events in space and sperm-seeking
aliens.)
In "Santana DVX," Carlos Santana follows the trend to create his
own champagne, name-dropped

within multiple tracks of the album.
"Ras Trent" is "Dreamgirls" giving
into product endorsement by mentioning Chex Mix throughout the
second half of the song (and convincing Norah Jones to sing about
it, too). "I'm On a Boat" explores
why rappers are always on boats in
their videos. Thanks to T-Pain's
contributions, the track sounds like
a real hip-hop song.
I was honestly surprised by the
amount of celebrity c'ollaborations
on the album. Of course, "Dick in a
Box" features Justin Timberlake,
"Natalie's Rap" has Natalit! Port-

•
f:
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communication
disordersmajor

Every other week The News will feature a·profile of a Murray State student from a unique major.

Student applies knowledge to learn about disorders, accepts change
syndrome and I felt like I had a personal experience with someone
with a disorder," White said. "I have
a strong passion for my major
because I get to sec first-hand the
struggle a person with a communication disorder goes through on a
daily basis."
White said as an undergrad, she
observed graduate 'students on
video camera as they did therapy
with clients. White said the hardest
parts of the curriculum are the
required Nero anatomy courses.
"Nero anatomy is anatomy of the
brain and it was really hard for me
to follow." White said. "But, the science classes help students to understand the brain and why communication disorders affect people the
way they do."
White said the best part of ht~r

Jess Nall
Staff writer
Various life experiences play a
part in how some people choose
their professions. For Ashley White,
graduate student
from
Paducah, Ky.,
her younger
brother's disa b i l i t y
inspired her
to
choose
communication disorders
Ashley White as the focus
her major
graduate student of
and master's
from
degree.
"My brothPaducah, Ky.
er has Down

major is working hands-on with the
clients to gain experience.
"It helps you apply course knowledge to real life situations," White
said. "We get a lot of experience in
our second year of grad school
because we do 40 hours of on-thejob training each week."
White said it is required students
have at least 400 hours of experience; Murray State requires its
communication disorder students
do around 600.
"I think our professors have been
a big support, they are always will·
ing to help and be there to give you
new ideas," White said. "We have
supervisors for our clients and they
schedule time out of their day to
have extra meetings with "students
about our client. They have taught
us how to do different diagnostic

MU R RAY

CI..ASSIFI EDS

SUMMER JOB AT KY
4-H CAMPS: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager, EMT, lifeguards; and Instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
recreation,
rifle,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings at
Career
Services.
Deadline for application is March 6. For
more information, visit
our Web site at kentucky4h.org/camp and
apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews March
' 11.
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Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111,
mailed to Classifieds, do
The Morray State News,
2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071,
ore-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.

Create and solve rour
Sudoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar more Sudoku aad WIR Prizes at:

PRIZfSUDOKU.coM
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Monday to find the solutions
to these Sudoku. puzzles. .-
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.Clarinetist releases first solo album, plans for more
Enilly Wuchner
Ch~ef Copy

.

Editor

• ' When Scott Locke started playing
clarinet, recording a CD was a
~ream.

, Now, his dream is a reality and a
'theme for his first album.
: Last week Locke, associate profes$Or of music, released his first solo
CD titled "Celestial Dreamscape: A
·eemury of Music for Clarinet."
: "In terms of bow goals go, it was
·something I wanted to do someday,"
Locke said. "''d been an active performer at conferences. It was something I needed in my bag of tricks."
locke began recording the album
a few years ago with the help of a
;;ummer development grant. He collaborated with friends who own
,Everglade Records. the label releas~ng the album. The CD contains
se;:ven contemporary clarinet pieces.
six of which were written after 1950.
!• One thing that drew Locke to
recording an album of contemporary
pieces was the ability to work with
living composers. Three of the
pieces were written especially for
Locke, including one by former Murray State music theory and composi·
tion professor, John Steffa.
; "I love working with living com-

••

posers," Locke said. "When someone
says, 'I want to write a piece of music
for you,' I feel tremendously honored that someone would take time
to write something for me."
Some of the pieces need electronic accompaniment and requirt!d
Locke to master difficult techniques
including multiphonics (playing
more than one note simultaneously),
bent notes nod pitches. fast techniques and using the extreme upper
register of the instrument.
But Locke said many of the piect.•s
on the CD are user-friendly and
enjoyable for listeners.
The album's cover art also reflects
the type of music on the disc. With
bright blue geometric shapes, clouds
and a sun. the picture resembles a
mountain at first glance. When the
album is turned on its side, however,
the picture depicts the face of~ person, seemingly dreaming about the
clouds, Locke said.
"It's very fitting for a 20th century
album to have graphic design," he
said.
Locke said he began playing the
clarinet in fifth gradt.• when living in
Yorktown, Ind.
"1 k'new that I wanted to play the
clarinet," Locke said. "I didn't have
to try everything out. I knew the

clarinet was my instrument."
While in high school, he made the
All National High School Honors
Band, which performed once at the
Kennedy Center. He was able to solo
with the Indianapolis Symphony
before pursuing musfc further at Ball
State University. He later received a
full scholarship to earn his master's
degree at the University of Southern
California.
He then started working as a mortgage banker in Washington, DC.
What started out as a summer job
turned into his full-time gig. while he
continued to play in ensembles and
even compose music on the side.
He said he soon realized music
was what he wanted to do. Locke
then earned his doctor of arts degree
at Ball State University and started
teaching at Murray State. •
Locke said he plans to record more
CDs, one featuring music by Russian
composers, one featuring music by
French women composers and one
featuring his own compositions.
Locke's CD is available for $10 and
may be purchased at his office, 529
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. or bY.
calling him at 809-6444. His CD is
also available at amazon.com.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchtter@murraystate.edu.

Photo courtCS) of h<'rglade Records

Scott l ock's first solo CO, 'Celestial Dreamscape: ACentury of Music for Clarinet' features
contemporary music. The album design showcases a geometric design. If the cover is
flipped on its side, the picture appears as if a person is dreaming.
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.fi-iday the 13th stirs infamous legends, student recounts experience
:Cody Arant
:staff writer

If you are reading this. congratulations. You have man·
·aged so far to avoid bad luck
,or extreme misfortune on this
~most porten tous of days.
~Take care, however, as today
is only the first of three Friday the 13tbs this year.
In this day and age, it seems
::>illy for a date to cause
•unease, but the fear of Friday
!the 13th is so widespread it
:has a name: paraskevidekatri·
:aphobia. When and where
·lhis fear originated is a matter
of much debate.
According to Snopes.com,
the leading authority on
urban legend~. the origin of
caution on Friday the 13th is

impossible to pin down. As
early as the 14th century. it
was believed Friday was an
unlucky day. By the 19th ccn·
tury, Friday was considered
unlucky for many activities
involving the idea of begin·
ning, from giving birth to get·
ting married.
Unease has also surrounded the number 13 since time
immemorial it seems. According to Snopes, in Western culture the tradition seems to be
traced back to Christianity's
Last Supper, where Judas
Iscariot Wa.'i supposedly the
13th guest at the table.
The story is found in other
religions as well. According
to HowStuffWorks.com, an
ancient Norse myth held the
heroic god Balder's murder

was arranged at a banquet.
The banquet was attended by
12 gods and crashed by the
mischievous trouble-maker
Loki, the 13th guest.
There is also a connection
to numerology, a belief that
higher concepts are explained
mathematically.
According to a 2004 article in
National Geographic, the
number 12 is considered a
complete number.
There are 12 months in a
year, U signs of the zodiac, 12
-gods of Olympus, 12 tribes of
Israel and 12 apostles of Jesus.
As such. 13 is considered atypical.
Combirung the fear of Fri·
day and the number 13 seems
a natural transition. But.
according to Snopes, the tra-

dition was not really known
until the early 20th century.
Matt Newsom, sophomore
from Dresden, Tenn., said be
considers himself slightly
superstitious.
"I was born on a Friday the
13th," Newsom said. "My
birthday has fallen on Friday
the 13th several times."
Newsom said he isn't par~
ticularly superstitious concerning the day.
" I do watch out for other
people," Newsom said. "They
get all up in a fit over it. It's
sort of like a full moon; it
brings out the crazy."
Newsom believes a lot of
the fear of Friday the 13th is
just habit.
1 •1
''People have been taught
all their Jives that Friday the

13th is unlucky, so that's the
way they see it," Newsom
said.
While the day doesn't bother him, Newsom said he
places some weight in symbolism, especially concerning
numbers.
"I read a lot of Stephen
King when I was younger,"
Newsom said. "In his 'Dark
Tower' novels be used the
number 19 to symbolize a lot."
T hat, combined with the
2007 film "The Number 23,"
piqued Newsom's interest in
numerology.
"I looked into it and a lot of
it made sense," Newsom said.
He said he stays on the
lookout for groupings of the
number three.
"When I was driving back

to Murray after the ice storm:
1 saw three trees downed in
perfect symmetry," Newsom
said. "I paid really close atten~
tion to the road the rest of the
way home."
The fear of Friday the 13th
is oftentimes exploited. Black
Sabbath's debut album was
released in the U.K. on Friday;
Feb. 13, 1970. The 13th install!
mcnt of Lemony Snicket's "Pl.
Series of Unfortunate Events"
was released on Friday, Oct.
13, 2006. Four of the eleven
installments in the "Friday the
13th" movie series were
released on an actual Friday
the 13th, including the fran·
chise reboot out today.
Cody Arant can be reached
at cody.arant@murraystate.
edu.
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T-Room
Take-Out
"Dinner from our kitchen to yours"
Lasagna
for 4

Meatloaf
for 4

$9.99

$9.99

Chicken
Tetrazinni
for 6

$12

Sister Schubert Rolls 8 for $3.60
Available in the T-Room
7a.m.- 2:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
For more information call 809·6931.

The focxl comes in a
microwave-safe container-just heat and setve.

